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SUMMARY
 
I have developed three thematic units that are designed to be
 
used in the elementary classroom.They are:frogs,spiders,and
 
butterflies.I choose these subjects because understanding nature and
 
its creaturesisimportantif we are tofoster cooperation and maintain a
 
safe existencefor ourselves.Learning aboutthese animalscan best be
 
accomplished through an integrated language approach which
 
includes reading,writing,speaking,and listening.I hope here,by
 
laying these creatures before other teachers,thatsome errant spark
 
may ignite interest and further thematic experimentto help in the
 
integration ofthe school curriculum.
 
In the wholelanguage model ofreading,reading is considered a
 
process offoiu interrelated cue systems: graphic,syntactic,semantic,
 
and pragmatic.Thesefour cuing systems are used to predict,confirm,
 
and integrate meaning.Contentis thefocus oflearning in whole
 
language.Meaning is acquiredfrom the reader's background and the
 
author's background.Though oraland written language are important,
 
neither is primary.The reader and the author may end up with a
 
different understanding ofthe same printed material. Learning should
 
begin with the natumlandfamiliarlanguageofthe child. When
 
children stumbleon unfamiliar words,they are encomaged to readon
 
and then to come back only ifnecessary.
 
A variety ofreading-books or picture-books offers students a
 
wider exposure to our world and language than do text-books.Just
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like adults, young children learn best when whatthey have read is
 
related in some direct way to theirownlives and experiences.The
 
lessons,the colors,the themes—all become partsin a wholeand
 
healthy child and are more likely to be embraced by him or her than
 
the one-dimensional textbooks we have traditionally used.
 
Thematic units have been taught by many teachers,butthe
 
definition ofwhatathematic unitis differsfrom one teacher to
 
another.Twoofthe criteriafor a good theme are that it be rich with
 
literature(fiction or nonfiction)and that it have natural links to other
 
areas ofthe curriculum.A third criterion is time;enough time needs to
 
be allotted to atheme so that it may be satisfactorily dealt with,and all
 
aspectsofits complicated interrelations broughttoa successful close.
 
I use the class textbook along with many other materials to offer
 
the studentsa variety oftypes of writing,dialogue,and illustrations.
 
Each student needsexposme to many typesofbooks,because what
 
one student mayfind fits his needs may not be whatanother student
 
needsor desires.This global approach to learning is achieved by using
 
booksfrom many authors.Art,music,dance,and drama,along with
 
the traditional reading, writing,speaking,and listening,offer the
 
student many additional opportunities to respond to atextbook.
 
Thematic units offer students many opportunities to use their
 
ownschema,or personal background knowledge,and add new
 
knowledge that they acquire through research or teacher input.The
 
teacher can enliven her curriculum and provide ample opportunities
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for the exercise ofreading, writing,listening,and speaking skills.
 
Experiences with nature cannot be replaced solely with
 
literature or a story read by a teacher.Literature can attractand entice
 
students into listening and learning aboutour world.
 
ToSteve,my husband,without whom
 
'keming"and"emdash"would be Greek.
 
Hisloving assistance is invaluable.
 
I would alsolike to thank my momand dadfor so much
 
emotionalandfinancial support during my college years;
 
my sister,Lori and herfamily for their understanding and
 
caring;my grandmother,Lotti;the staffof Gerald Smith
 
Elementary School in Bloomington,Califomia;and my
 
project advisors,professors Adria Klein and Patricia
 
Tefft Cousin,for their patience and support.
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STATEMENTOFTHEPROBLEM
 
Dewey writes that it"is always possible tofind subject matter
 
that will give the childrenjustas much training in reading,spelling,
 
history,literature... as would dry Gradgrindfacts ofa routine
 
textbook type"(Dewey,1962,p.97).
 
Letus teach the curriculum,he is pleading,not by instilling the
 
ideasand aimsof butone publisher represented by a single textbook,
 
but by exposing the student to varied resources using multimedia
 
experience that will capture her attention and head her tofurther
 
explorations.I havecome to realizein my classroom thatthefew
 
pages residing between the covers ofany textbook are no match when
 
pitted against the myriad of materials that the world outside those
 
covers contains. Concepts ofwhatamphibians are and whattheir
 
place in the grand schemeis,comealive whenlive amphibians are
 
broughtin.Artand music developed by my students help them
 
explore and build their notions ofwhatthese little, slimy creatures
 
(amphibians)are,and illustratefor meexactly how my students see
 
their world.
 
More and more children are coming into my domainfrom
 
families in which parents must work to makeends meet.Grandparents
 
and baby-sitters may be the only ones whosee the childfrom thetime
 
that shecomes homefrom school to her sleepy retirement to bed.
 
Grandparentsand baby-sitters who carefor the childmay not have the
 
knowledge or the time to spend helping with reading,writing,or other
 
homework thata child needs to complete after school.
 
It has thereforefallen incumbent upon useducators to somehow
 
become"the greatequalizers," making upfor the inequities ofour
 
troubled societies.Itis becoming increasingly difficult to attract our
 
children's attentions;weare competing with so many distractions,and
 
are so often carrying the ball alone—the parents(or parent)are offin
 
theirown game,trying to makeends meetorcommuting for hours.
 
In my classroom,I havechosen toimplementa thematic
 
approach by integrating all areas ofthe curriculum in hopesof
 
producing students who devote both mind and time tolearning
 
because they are notjustinterested, butexcited by the topic being
 
taught,as well.
 
Young children are naturally curious aboutthe world
 
around them and read informational books to satisfy this
 
curiosity.Teacherscan capitalize on this natural interest
 
by integrating nonfiction with related fiction,poetry,and
 
"real life" materials to develop a holistic reading program
 
with materials thatare meaningfuland motivating to
 
young readers.(McClure,p.784)
 
A variety ofreading-booksor picture-books—notJusttextbooks-

offers students a wider exposure to the world and language.Justlike
 
adults,young childrenleam best when whatthey have read is related
 
in some direct way to theirownlives and experiences.Thelessons,
 
the colors,the themes—all become parts in a whole and healthy child
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and are more likely to be embraced by her than the one-dimensional
 
textbooks we have traditionally used.
 
Teaching holistically using several approachesand media to
 
captureachild's interests and help her retain her new information is
 
described by Harste and Burke(1982)as the philosophy ofteaching
 
using wholelanguage.Wholelanguageisonly one ofthree reading
 
models described by Harste and Burke,by which children can beled
 
to an acquisition ofknowledge.
 
ModelsofReading
 
In the decoding modelofreading,sound is the mainfocus.The
 
reader uses sounds toform wordsand gets meaningfrom these
 
sounds. Verballanguage is primary and print is a partofspeech.
 
Reading is exactand if you varyfrom whatis on the printed page,it is
 
considered an error.Language is builtfrom the smallest part to the
 
whole.Routman(1988)disagrees thatlanguageis learnedfrom the
 
smallest partto the whole.Sheexplains:"It has become crystal clear
 
to me—andit has taken aboutten years tocometo this
 
understanding—thatchildrenleam phonics best after they can already
 
read"(p.44).Whenachild stumbleson an unfamiliar word she is
 
encotnaged to take extra time to sound it out.
 
I have discovered that students using this decoding modelof
 
reading becomefocused on the letters kid their soundsoutofcontext
 
to the word's whole.The wordsand sentences are thereforeforgotten
 
after the child struggles through each sound ofeach letter to makea
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word.Reading complete stories becomesimpossible."If we wantto
 
keeplanguagelearning easy,we have to help learners learnfrom
 
whole to part"(Goodman,1986,p.20).
 
In the skills modelofreading,reading is considered a hierarchy.
 
There are three skill levels: decoding,vocabulary,and comprehension.
 
Effective reading takes place whena string ofwordsona page is read.
 
Verballanguage is ofprimary importance and the print isa part of
 
speech.Reading is executed exactly as the words lie on the page and
 
ifa word is misread,the student is considered in error. Successful
 
reading occurs only after the three skill levels are attained. Vocabulary
 
recognition is the first step towards reading.
 
When using the skills model,I have discovered that students
 
can say and write wordscorrectly,butthese wordsdo not necessarily
 
become part ofthe students' working vocabularies.Ifthe word was
 
leamed fora spelling testtwoor three months previously,it may not
 
be remembered now."Theimportant difference in teaching now is
 
that phonics and word attack skills are taughtin a meaningful way,as
 
the need arises in the contextofthe literature,asopposed to a
 
sequential,predetermined hierarchy unrelated to the actual reading of
 
text or to specific students"(Routman,1988,p.48).
 
In the wholelanguage model ofreading,reading is considered a
 
process offour interrelated cuing systems: graphic,syntactic,
 
semantic,and pragmatic.Thesefour cuing systems are used to
 
predict,,confirm,and integrate meaning.Contentis thefocusof
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learning in whole language. Meaning is acquiredfrom the reader's
 
background and the author's background.Though oral and written
 
language are important,neither is primary.The reader and the author
 
may each end up with a different understanding ofthe same printed
 
material.Learning should begin with the natural andfamiliarlanguage
 
ofthe child.When children stumbleon unfamiliar words they are
 
encouraged to read on and come back only ifit is necessary.
 
Because Iam making the transitionfrom a skills teacher to a
 
wholelanguage teacher,Iam now lecturing less and helping students
 
moreand more by taking the role as planner or facilitator for the
 
activities they suggest.Being a"mere"planner orfacilitator does not
 
mean students run freely in the classroom choosing any activity they
 
please. Rather,they help to make decisions about whatthey would
 
like to research while we undertake our adventurous explorations of
 
each new topic.
 
Toevaluate the progress that my students are making,I invite
 
them to evaluate themselves.I makefoldersfor each student,
 
including in them samplesoftheir artwork,stories,and what-not.The
 
studentandI can each assess her progress.Together my students andI
 
are learning.They arelearning the necessary curriculum needed by a
 
second grade studentto help them succeed in theirfutures,and Iam
 
learning how to best helpthem help themselves to learn and be
 
independent researchers.
 
In my classroom,I havefound by using the wholelanguage
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modelofreading,students are willing to take risksin both their
 
reading and writing ofunfamiliar words.Wholelanguage learners are
 
encouraged to give inputinto whatthey would like to learn,and are
 
therefore willing and eager to pursue moreinformation abouta topic.
 
The student will workin class and at home because she wantsto learn
 
as much as she can.A student'sideas are valued and when the student
 
writes,emphasis is puton the contentof whatis written morethan on
 
the mechanicsofthe writing; mechanicscan be practiced at another
 
time when this mechanical work will be less likely to impede the
 
developmentof greatideas.
 
Correct spelling of words may takealittle more time,but will
 
be developed by experimenting with the writtenlanguage.Ken
 
Goodman says thatto makelearning alanguage easy it"should be
 
whole,meaningful,and relevant to theleamers"(Goodman,1986,p.9).
 
I present thematic units in my classroom by beginning with a
 
brain-storming exercise called"webbing."Webbing is atechnique in
 
which the main topic is placed in the center ofa page.Moving away
 
from this center areideas thatcould beconsidered waysofstudying
 
the main topic.I also use webbing graphs to present a topic tofellow
 
teachers whoare interested in studying the same topic.Routman
 
(1991)is sure to remind her readers that,notonly is it importantto
 
develop themes,butthe interrelationships ofimportantconcepts must
 
also be stressed(p.278).By using this webbing pre-writing organizer,
 
Iinsure that my students become awareofinterrelationships in the
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themeswestudy.
 
Using thematic units is a meansofbridging the gap between
 
seemingly inactive printlying upona page,and the colorful and
 
exciting world outside that black and white book.Using thematic units
 
enables meto bring color to my lessons,anda more whole world into
 
my classroom.
 
I have developed three thematic units included in this project:
 
butterflies, spiders,andfrogs(see Appendices).Ichoose these units
 
because understanding nature and its creatures isimportantif we are
 
to maintaina cooperative and safe existence.I believe adultsand
 
children need to be aware of which animals live around and with them
 
and how to coexist harmoniously with them.Learning aboutthese
 
animalscan best be accomplished through an integrated language
 
approach whichincludes reading, writing,speaking,and listening.
 
Routman(1991)states that"[ijntegration,or integrated language arts,
 
is an approach tolearning anda way ofthinking that respects the
 
interrelationship ofthelanguage processes—reading,writing,
 
speaking,and listening—asintegral to meaningful teaching in any
 
area"(p.276).
 
These three thematic units—butterflies,spiders,andfrogs—are
 
notincluded asindependenttopics in the required science curriculum
 
for second grade students in my district.These three animals are
 
found individuallyin sometextbook or other at my school,butare not
 
dealt with atlength or necessarily interestingly.
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I use theclass textbook along with many other materials to offer
 
the students a variety oftypes of writing,dialogue,and illustrations.
 
Each student needsexposure to many typesof books,because what
 
one student mayfind fits her needs may not be whatanother student
 
needsor desires.This global approach to learning is achieved by using
 
booksfrom many authors.Art,music,dance,and dramaalong with
 
the traditional reading, writing,speaking,and listening offer the
 
student many additional opportunities to respond to atextbook.
 
Dewey challenged teachers to makelearning relevant as wellas
 
fun;do notbe restricted to a single text,he advised,but bring as much
 
ofthe outside world as possible inside.Augmentand enrich the
 
"traditional"texts by bringing in materials to add extra dimensions to
 
two dimensional texts. Opening the same pages,from the same books,
 
year after year,cannotbutbecome boring to the teacher and student.
 
Information needs to be made memorable to be remembered.
 
Thematic presentations ofour world offer sound and interesting
 
lessons thatinvolve the student to his core.
 
I offer here three thematic units that,it is hoped,will encourage
 
students to become better informed aboutour all toofragile world.I
 
have chosen the subjects ofthese unitsfor their adaptability to
 
becoming ideal lab animals to little lab technicians. Butterflies,
 
spiders,andfrogs are generally harmless while being perused by the
 
curious little studentand are(sofar)plentiful.They may,atthe
 
conclusion6ftheir incarcerations,be safely released into the habitats
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from which they were originally plucked. All three lesson units,I
 
believe,offer students experiences that movethem,notonly through
 
the required state curriculum,but beyond it. Students need toknow
 
thatlearning comesfrom acquiring knowledgefrom many places,and
 
cannot befoirnd in a single text,but must be soughtin many different
 
and varied resources.
 
LITERATUREREVIEW
 
Teaching students througha wholelanguage modelofreading
 
can supporta variety ofdifferentlearners with a gamutoflifestyles.
 
Wholelanguage teaching also offers students varied experiences that
 
may not be available in the othertwo modelsofreading,decoding or
 
skills.Integration ofthe curriculum is also made possible when the
 
holistic approach to teaching thematic units is used.
 
Rationalefor Using Thematic Units
 
"Thethematic approach is notanew teaching concept"
 
(Brountas,1989,p.53).For many years teachers have been presenting
 
units to students thatfocuson a single concept.Teachers are required
 
to teach so much material that it is becoming increasingly difficult to
 
cover the huge amountofinformation each year.Thematic units help
 
to solve some ofthe problems by combining lessons.This gives the
 
teacher enough time to cover whatis required each year ateach grade
 
level.
 
Asprofessionals we are constantly striving to be more effective
 
teachers—effectivein termsofproviding the best possible
 
programfor each child,and efficientin our use oftime,material
 
and energy(the children's as well as our own).The thematic
 
approach meetsthese criteria very well.It also gives us the
 
flexibility to developa unit ofstudy that integrates many
 
disciplines as they relate toa specific topic ofinstruction,(p.53)
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Thematic units have been taught by many teachers,butthe
 
definition of whatathematic unitis differsfrom one teacher to
 
another.Baskwill(1988)explains the vital ingredients ofa successful
 
thematic unit..Twoofthe criteriafora good theme,she explains,are
 
that it be rich in literature,bothfiction and nonfiction,and that it have
 
natural links to other areas ofthe curriculum.A third criterion is time.
 
Enough time needs to be allotted toa theme so that it may be
 
satisfactorily dealt with,and all aspects ofits complicated
 
interrelations broughtto a successful close(p.80).
 
Routman(1991)further qualifies Baskwill's definition by
 
adding thata thematic unitis an integrated oneonly when the topic or
 
theme is meaningful,relevantto the curriculum and students'lives,
 
consistent with wholelanguage principles,and authentic in the
 
interrelationship ofthelanguage processes(p.278).
 
Correlation units, which some teachers present as thematic
 
units, differfrom an authentic thematic unitin several ways."The
 
unitsincorporate some elementsof math,science,social studies,art,
 
and music,butthere is often little or no developmentofimportant
 
ideas.This is acorrelation,notintegration"(p.277).
 
Creating thematic units may,atfirst,seem too time-consuming.
 
Whatmakes the units valuable to ateacheris when students become
 
involved and help create and embellish each unit."A lot ofwork goes
 
into the choiceand planning ofatheme,butthe results are worth the
 
effort.Through such diligent planning comesadepth ofexperience
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and a built-in flexibility which supportrather than control children's
 
natural learning capabilities"(Baskwill,1988,p.82).
 
Research has begun to provide supportfor teaching using
 
thematic units and others have noticed this and have begun teaching
 
teachers to use thematic unitsin theirown classrooms.
 
The decision to develop thematic approaches to teacher
 
education was based,in part,on the realization that the current
 
structure oftraditional programs wasinadequate as an
 
intervention in a processoflearning to teach that beginsfor
 
each studentin childhood school experiences.Altering the
 
structure ofthe program,it was believed,could significantly
 
increase the powerofformal teacher preparation to overcome
 
students' naive conceptions aboutteaching and create
 
alternative views ofeffective teaching practice.(Barnes,1987,
 
Pl4)
 
Thematic units appear to bea rediscovered way to involveand
 
employ studentsin theirown educations.Students help to choose and
 
develop each topic through activities in reading,writing,listening,
 
and speaking.
 
[Thematic centers]can help achild to make connections
 
between bits ofknowledgeand to understand that reading and
 
writing are notsimply activities to be done between 9:00-11:00
 
A.M.but rather are waysto know,waystoleam,and waysto
 
enjoy. Certainly other meansofclassroom organization can
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accomplish these purposes,butorganization by thematic centers
 
is worth revisiting.(Staab,1991,p.113)
 
Many oftoday's educators supporta teaching style using the
 
thematic approach.Thematic units offer students many opportunities
 
to use their own schema,or personal background knowledge,and add
 
new knowledge thatthey acquire through research or teacher input.
 
DeZengremel(1990)writes:"There are many timely and unique
 
topics to research in thematic units.Enliven your curriculum and
 
provide a multitude ofopportunitiesfor reading, writing,listening,
 
and speaking by incorporating thematic units into your program"(p.
 
86)!
 
A WholeLanguage Perspectivefor Teaching Thematic Units
 
Harste and Burke(1982)define the three models ofreading.
 
Decoding or sound/symbol modelofreading focuseson the sounds
 
that words make.Languageis builtfrom the smallest part to the
 
whole.Routman(1988)is convinced that the reason our good readers
 
are good at phonics is that when they read they can intuitively make
 
sense of phonics."Reading is then viewed asa word-by-word process
 
which is quite inefficient, nonsensical,andfrustrating"(p.44).
 
The skills modelofreading defines reading asa hierarchy.In
 
reading,the reader needs to read exactly whatis written on the page.
 
Ifa word read is notthe word that was written,the reader is in error.
 
Successful reading is obtained through vocabulary recognition."The
 
important differencein teaching now is that phonics and word attack
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skills are taughtin a meaningful way,asthe need arises in the context
 
ofliterature,asopposed to a sequential,predetermined hierarchy
 
unrelated to the actual reading oftextor to specific students."
 
(Routman,1988,p.48).Routman reflects that the learning carryover
 
is much greater when the child hasa real purposefor learning the
 
skiU.
 
Last,the whole language model ofreading is considered a
 
process offour interrelated cuing systems: graphic,syntactic,
 
semantic,and pragmatic.These three cuing systems are used to
 
predict,confirm,and integrate meaning.Meaning is acquiredfrom the
 
reader's background and the author's background.Oral and written
 
language are equally important."Holistic instruction shows
 
continuous respectforlanguage,for learners,andfor teachers.It
 
begins with everyday,useful,relevant,functionallanguage,and
 
movesthrough afull range of written language including literature in
 
all its variety"(Goodman,1986,p.43).The whole language modelof
 
reading includes both the teacher and the studentin the creation ofthe
 
units that the class will study,therefore making the classroom a
 
learning environmentin which all havea vested interest.
 
Whole Languageteachers believe when children are immersed
 
in language through reading, writing,being read to,observing
 
and listening,reading behavior emerges naturally.Instead of
 
using basal readers or prepackaged programs,teachers use a
 
wide variety ofliterature such as trade books.Big Books,
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poems,magazine and newspaper articles,comic strips, posters
 
and advertisements.Through these materials children discover
 
how language is used.(Ferguson,1988,p.25)
 
This model ofreading is interested in the whole product,not
 
justsome ofits parts. Goodman(1986)stateslanguage should be
 
whole,meaningful,and relevant to the learners(p.9).
 
The wholelanguage modelofreading seemsto best support
 
thematic units."The WholeLanguage teacher presents opportunities
 
for learning and developmentby relating activities to a single theme.
 
Children's needs,interests,and abilities plus the curriculum goals help
 
determine the theme"(Ferguson,1988,p.25).The students'curiosity
 
aboutthings helps to create the units they will study,making the
 
lessons exciting and motivating to both the studentand the teacher.
 
Learning centers can befound in wholelanguage classrooms
 
today. Wholelanguage teachers present their lessons organized
 
around thematic units. Integration ofthelanguage processes—reading,
 
writing,listening,and speaking—help to build meaningful lessons.
 
Book writing and centers designed for specific writing are
 
incorporated into the classroom activities.
 
A thematic unitcan take weeks to complete becauseofthe
 
integration ofso many areasofthe curriculum."Wholelanguage
 
integrateslanguage and its usein learning.Thematic units are planned
 
to last several weeksand integrate social studies,science,language
 
arts, mathematics,and arts"(Goodman,1989,p.218).
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Thefocus ofthe whole-language curriculum is noton the
 
contentof whatis being studied buton the learner.This does
 
not minimize theimportance ofcontent;rather,it represents the
 
beliefthatcontentcan only be understood and seriously studied
 
whenleamers are actively involved and interested in learning,
 
are participating in deciding what will beleamed,and are
 
relating whatthey are learning to whatthey already know,
 
(p.114)
 
The wholelanguage teaching modeland thematic units seem to
 
supporteach other.The student and the teacher are the deciding factor
 
on what will be studied and how it will be studied. Lessons are
 
prepared after considering whatthe students wanttoleam abouta
 
specific topic. Science units,social science units,literature units,art
 
units,drama units, math units,music units,and combinations of
 
several units provide afocal pointfor studentinquiry. Studentsand
 
teachers are continuously involved in planning and implementing
 
activities to provide the classroom with integrated and productive
 
study units that may be shortorongoing in length.
 
Integration ofthe Curriculum
 
Dewey(1943)discusses the importance ofthe integration of
 
curriculum,arguing that"wedo not havea series of stratified
 
earths,oneofwhich is mathematical,another physical,another
 
historical,and soon....All studies grow outofrelations in the
 
one greatcommon world."(Goodman,1989,p.l16)
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Dewey,like Goodman,wantslearning to beencouragedfrom the
 
whole,notthe parts oflearning.Each subjectdoes not need a specific
 
time period during the school day,butacombination ofseveral each
 
period could improve the lesson being taught becausea single subject
 
is notthe objective,but whatneedsto beleamed.
 
Integration ofthe curriculum offers the studentsa variety of
 
learningfrom different subject areas enhancing one content area to its
 
fullest potential. Studentscan gain knowledgefrom many different
 
curricular areas.A time should not be set aside to teach only math or
 
reading,but both subjects might beintegrated.
 
Goodman(1986)reminds usiflanguage isleamed bestand
 
easiest when itis wholeand in natural context,then integration is a
 
key principlefor language developmentand learning through
 
language.Infact,language developmentand context becomea dual
 
curriculum(p.30).
 
One subject area may only cover a smallamountof
 
information,wholelanguage teachersfind waysto interrelate subjects
 
without actually announcing to the students that reading,math,and art
 
are all being taughtatonelesson. Wholelanguage teachers assistand
 
encourage students to research individually or asa groupfor
 
additional information abouta topic being studied.The more
 
information gathered the better the students can relate to whatis being
 
studied.
 
"Integration is implicitin wholelanguage teaching.Integration,
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or integrated language arts,is an approach tolearning and a way of
 
thinking that respects the interrelationship ofthelanguage
 
processes—reading,writing,speaking,and listening—asintegral to
 
meaningful teaching in any area"(Routman,1991,p.276).Integration
 
ofthe language processes isimportant.A better understanding ofhow
 
to store new information and combine it with retained information is
 
made easy when the barrier between subjects is not present.In
 
combining thelanguage processes new leaming becomes apparent.
 
"Within the language arts of writing,reading,listening,and speaking,
 
children learn conventions such as standard grammar,spelling,
 
handwriting,and articulation by using them naturally and in concert
 
with each other"(Watson,1989,p. 137).Leaming difficult
 
conventionslike standard grammar,spelling,handwriting,and
 
articulation become easy and relevant when the studentcan apply
 
them to whatthey are currently studying.The conventions,which are
 
needed are also desired and pursued by the students in order to make
 
their papers works thatcan be published and read by all.
 
Integrating Drama.Music,and Art
 
In integrating subject areas,let us notexclude such important
 
areas as drama,music,and art.These areas ofthe curriculum are
 
touched upon,butnotexpanded on."Asteachers we wantto
 
encourage children'sinvolvementin this more sustained reader/text
 
interaction by engaging in activities thatcan include discussion,
 
dramatization, writing,art, music,orevenfurther reading"(Martinez
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and Nash,1991,p. 140).Reading offers both the students and the
 
teacher many opportunities to expand the learning into the curricular
 
areas ofdrama,music,and art.
 
Yetwe wantto argue thatfor atleastsome books,reading
 
should be conceived ofasonly the beginning ofliterature
 
experience. Certainly,reading by itself may bea satisfying and
 
sufficientexperiencefor many books,but what weshould
 
rememberas mature readers are the times that our literature
 
experience did not stop when the last page wasread and the
 
book wasclosed.Instead,our interaction with the book
 
continued after reading,in some caseslong after the book was
 
read. (Rosenblatt,1978).(Martinezand Nash,1991,p.140)
 
Dramaoffers students achance to express themselves.It offers
 
them an opportunity to be someone they would like to be orin a
 
period oftime they would otherwise never experience in their lives.
 
"Dramathus seems central to thelanguage arts—to talking,listening,
 
reading,and writing—and tolanguage growth"(Wagner,1988,p.46).
 
Learning should involve language and in drama students are talking
 
about their acting parts,listening to others recite their dialogue,
 
reading aloud or silently while performing a readers theater script,
 
writing can be in preparing a scriptfrom a book or changing dialogue
 
used in a current script."Dramaencourages children to use language
 
for meaningful purposes by actively involving them and motivating
 
them to read,write,listen,and speak"(Danielson and Dauer,1990,p.
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138).Whata Wonderful and active way to engagein language
 
processes.
 
"It has beenfound thatthe use of musicin the teaching of
 
reading,especially in the elementary school,may motivate and build
 
the ability ofchildren,whether or notthey are musically talented or
 
intellectually above-average"(O'Bruba,1987,p. 170).Music is heard
 
by all through listening to the car radio or performing in achorus as
 
part ofalarge group,but musicis noteasy or comfortablefor
 
everybody.
 
Musiccan make a storyfrom a book leapfrom the pages and
 
become alive."Musiccan be used in beginning reading programsfor
 
stimulation and inspiration.The beginning monthsofthe school year
 
can be spentin'whole child' activities such as group singing,
 
charades,and pantomime"(p. 171).Activities like group singing,
 
charades,and pantomime make music,through a whole class
 
experience,less threatening.
 
Songscan be createdfrom any area ofthe curriculmn or by
 
combining several areas ofthe curriculum making theflow of
 
information natural and meaningful."Musicand singing fit the needs
 
ofthe wholelanguage approach readily.Thesongs chosen ca bea part
 
ofthe child's environmentor experience or songs that the child
 
constructs or dictates.The meaningin asong can be quite personal,
 
but noone would ever consider taking asong apartinto meaningless
 
segments"(Harp,1988,p.455).Again Goodman's statementthat
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languagecan best be acquired when it is whole,resurfacesand applies
 
using the whole piece ofliterature versus parts ofthe whole piece of
 
literature,to the curricular area of music.
 
Artis yetanother way to express ourindividualism as students
 
and teachers.How beneficial a reading program is without art,is hard
 
to say."Using artas anenhancer ofthe reading program can provide
 
the extra stimulation and motivation that many young readers need.
 
Artprovides an outletfor the creativity ofthe young child.By using
 
their imagination and experiencing the''hands on'approach children
 
become intrinsically motivated to read"(O'Bruba,1987,p. 174).A
 
child mightatfirstfind it easier to paintor draw a story aboutthe
 
main character ofa book they are reading.Younger children prove
 
that written language may take longer to acquire than story drawing
 
by pictures,because artis varied and language is not.Painted pictures
 
comein all styles,books usually are printed in alanguage thatalarge
 
group of peoplecan read and discuss.
 
Drama,music,and art help to integrate a child's curriculum.
 
Drama,music,and art also offer students whoexcel atthesefine arts
 
an opportunity to shine and share their expertise. Experiencing a book
 
through movementand creative activities is a welcomed changefrom
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having to sit passively reading inachair.
 
Conclusion
 
Thematic units are notjust units based on a single topic,butare
 
contain vital ingredients,like rich literature,bothfiction and
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nonfiction,natural links to other areas ofthe curriculum.Thematic
 
units unfold and enrich the students and teachers with valuable
 
knowledge.
 
The whole language modelofreading seemsto supportand
 
nurture the teaching ofthematic units in aclassroom.WholeItuiguage
 
lessons offer the students and the teachers an opportunity to plan and
 
initiate lessons using ateamwork strategy. Students and teachers are
 
therefore excited and motivated to pursue the topics being studied.
 
Thelearner is thefocusin a wholelanguagelearning model,but notto
 
the pointofdiminishing the importance ofthe content being studied.
 
In preparing thematic units,teachers mustremember that acorrelation
 
unit hassomeofthe elementsofmany curricular areas,butthe areas
 
are notintegrated to develop importantideas.
 
Integration ofthe curriculum,as well asthe integration ofthe
 
language processes—reading,writing,listening,and speaking—help
 
to create meaningful and relevantinformationfor the students and the
 
teachers.Drama,music,and art offer students whole body experiences
 
that are both motivating and rewarding to all students,independentof
 
their learning capabilities.
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GOALSANDLIMITATIONS
 
Goals
 
There arefour major goalsfor the three thematic units
 
presented in this paper.
 
Thefirst goal is to expose the students to a variety ofinteresting
 
literature. It is importantto interest studentsin books so thatthey will
 
continue towardsa lifelong love ofbooksand knowledge.Students
 
need to discover the many adventures that bookscan send them on,
 
from vacation getaways to imaginary islands.Bookscan bea key to
 
open any door to new leaming.
 
The second goal is to integrate reading,writing,listening,and
 
speaking.Students mightexcel atone or moreofthesefourlanguage
 
areas so that,by integrating as many ofthese areas as possible,all
 
students will experience some success.Integration ofreading,writing,
 
listening,and speaking activities should occur naturally, without being
 
forced.
 
The third goalisto integrate acrossthe curriculum.Frogs,
 
spiders,and butterflies are great science topics,but these three areas
 
ofstudy should also encourage math,social studies, health,drama,art,
 
music,and physical education lessons as well.Topicscan best be
 
remembered through enlightening and memorable experiences.
 
Thelast goal is to encourage social development.In using the
 
wholelanguage modelofreading and a variety ofgroup settings,
 
students will be required to interact as both ateamand individually.
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These experiences will allow students tolearn new problem solving
 
methodsfrom others and to sharpen theirown social interaction skills.
 
Working asateam requires the active participation and cooperation of
 
all involved to make it work,and being ateam is the best way toleam
 
how to work together towardscommon goals.
 
Limitations
 
Limitations need to be addressed when using the thematic units
 
found in this project.
 
First,the lessons are mainly presentedfrom a wholelanguage
 
modelofreading perspective,but not exclusively.Some skill
 
activities are introduced and may need to be adapted to better fita
 
program a teacher promotesin his or her classroom.
 
Second,thelessons are teacher prepared with little student
 
input.During alesson,changes may be made to adapt thelesson to the
 
characteristics ofany particular group ofstudents.
 
Third,the time allotted for each unit may need to be adjusted if
 
live specimensare being used in the classroom.Frogs need warmer
 
weatherin order to grow faster, buta heater in the tank can be used to
 
artificially speed up the growth time.Theseasonin which the unit
 
takes place may either interfere with or embellish the unit. Butterflies
 
grownfrom eggs need to be released when the weather is warmer or
 
they will diefrom the cold air;leaves will be scarce,also,atsome
 
timesofthe year.
 
Last,the tmits have been preparedfora second grade
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classroom,butcan easily be adapted to afirst ora third grade group of
 
students.
 
The unitsdo notadequately address the needsofstudents who
 
are bilingual.
 
These limitations are offered with the aim ofhelping any
 
teacher or demonstratorin presenting a unit successfully.
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EVALUATION
 
Traditionally,tests have been administered to students in an
 
attempt to measure how much of whatit wasintended that they leam,
 
has,infact,been learned.The teacher has attempted toimpartsome
 
content,processes,or concepts to her students.Now,by testing,she
 
willfind outhow successful they have been aslearners and how
 
successful she has been as teacher.These testing instruments have
 
generally comesupplied at the end oftextbook chapters or are
 
teacher-manufactured shortansweror multiple choice questions.
 
Unfortunately,these testing media often do notdoa goodjob
 
accessing whata child has actually leamedfrom alesson.
 
Moststandardized tests are not representative ofreal
 
reading/writing tasks.Thereading tests to which students are
 
accustomed usually contain passages about subjectsfor which
 
many students do not have background knowledge.Based on
 
thefew sentences provided,the students mustascertain a single
 
main idea,make subtle inferences on concepts which they know
 
very little about,and chooseamong answers that are
 
deliberately misleading.(Fina,Anstendig,and Lawter,1991,
 
p.354)
 
Tests should not be written to confuse or lead a studentaway
 
from the correct answers.Rather,they should bean accurate measure
 
of whatlearning the student hasaccomplished in the various activities
 
the lesson has presented to him.Evaluation will not be derivedfrom
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tests alone,butshould comefrom many sources.Theinterdisciplinary
 
nature ofteaching thematically begsfor this more holistic approach to
 
"grading,"raising a distinction between this"assessment,"and the
 
traditional evaluation.
 
Evaluation and assessmentcan not be used synonymously.
 
"While the terms'assessment'and'evaluation'are often used
 
interchangeably,they are notexactly the same"(Routman,1991.
 
p.302).
 
Routman(1991)further explains that"[w]hile the holistic
 
evaluation process begins with assessmentand the collecting and
 
recording ofdata,unless we use the data toinform and guide
 
instruction,we are notevaluating;weare merely amassing bits and
 
piecesofinformation"(p.303).Since the wholelanguage modelof
 
reading waschosenfor this project,the data gathered through
 
assessmentaboutthe students will directly influence classroom
 
instruction.Routman(1988)stresses that
 
[t]he use ofstandardized tests is acceptable as long as they are
 
notthe only meansofassessment;a balance is needed.Itis
 
importantto use other meansofevaluation whichfocuson
 
meaningful communication in thelanguage processes—
 
listening,speaking,reading,and writing—and the individual's
 
day to day progress,(p.204)
 
An array oftests need to be administered and keptin afile
 
folder to show a child's strengths and weaknesses,or areasofneed.
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Routman(1988)defines several methods to monitor individual
 
student's growth and needs that help to make athematic unit notonly
 
alearning experiencefor the student, buta wealth of valuable testing
 
toolsfor the teacher to use to evaluate each student's progress.These
 
eight(ofRoutman's thirteen)are especially useful:
 
[1]Running Records;Some teachers are beginning to take
 
"running records"ofstudents' oral reading to assess what
 
strategies they are using...
 
[2]Tape recording oral reading:Someteachers tape record
 
students'oral reading several times during the school year to
 
show progress...
 
[3]Oral Reading: Oral reading can also be used evaluatively.
 
Unlike the old"round robin reading"ofthe basal where the
 
goalwas word-perfect reading and"sounding out" without
 
regard to meaning,process teachers use oral reading to
 
determine the reading strategies the child is using and then
 
guide the child towards more strategic reading.. .
 
[4]Reading Response Logs:A look atthe reading log or
 
reading spiral demonstrates the child's written ability to
 
synthesize and interpretinformationfrom silent reading and
 
oral discussion,as well as give an opinion aboutthe book...
 
[5]Writing Journals:The student's unedited,daily writing
 
about personal experiences or topics he chooses to write
 
about... Joumals,as well as writing folders,and occasional
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dictation,can be used to demonstrate spelling as well as to
 
show cohventionsof printand writing skills the child is
 
mastering...
 
[6]Conferencing:Someteachers are beginning to usea
 
conference approach asthe main method ofevaluating their
 
students' reading and writing behaviorsand progress...
 
[7]Extension Activities:...The way children respond to
 
literature through art,drama,and music demonstrates their
 
perceptions and interpretations.
 
[8]Self-evaluation: Self-evaluation is evaluation ofthe highest
 
level. Observing the child's predicting,confirming,self-

correcting strategies tells us whether or notthe child is in
 
charge of hisown reading,(pp.204-209)
 
Using Routman's methodsto monitor student progress helps the
 
teacher and student to know whatthe studentis able to doand whathe
 
or she needs work on toimprove.These models offer studentsan
 
opportunity toimprove because the studentbecomesanimportant part
 
ofthe grading process.They record information aboutthemselves,
 
conference with the teacher,listen to theirown tape-recorded reading,
 
and take partin gathering all ofthe materials that will be used to
 
decide on a grade.
 
Tests do not reveal whether children show confident,reader
 
like behavior.They don'tshow children's book-handling
 
behaviors.They don'treveal whether children have experiences
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reading and writing a wide range of genres.They don'tdraw
 
attention to whether children regard themselvesas readers and
 
writers,or to children's levels ofindependence,involvement,
 
confidence,or enjoyment.(Calkins,1991,p.250)
 
Routman offers teachers techniques so that they may evaluate
 
students who have a variety oflearning styles. All studentscan
 
succeed using his methods,because they arelearning and
 
demonstrating whatthey havelearned by working on the various
 
projects that thematic teaching has setthem to doing;these projects
 
becomea basisfor part oftheir assessment.
 
"Wehave alsocometo see more clearly that there can be no
 
dynamiccurriculum design unless it worksfrom theinsides ofthe
 
students outand growsfrom an active process ofdialogue and
 
negotiation among teacher,student,and text"(Fina,et al., 1991,
 
p.358).
 
The teacher mustbe watching the students all ofthe time,atall
 
different kinds oftasks.The teacher becomesanexpertoneach child,
 
and knows whatthe child can or cannot do."Kid-watchers know the
 
signs of growth,oflearning,ofteachable moments.Teachers know
 
how to interpret whatkids do,how to see thecompetence and the
 
need that underlie whatthey do"(Goodman,1986,p.75).
 
In the three example-unitsincluded in this paper(see
 
Appendices,below),severalofRoutman'sevaluative procedures have
 
been used to monitor progress or problems during thelesson.
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Starting off with my unitonfrogs(Appendix A),the students
 
arejust getting theirfeet wet before crawling onto the land to tackle
 
spiders 2uid butterflies. Art,music,and drama willimmerse the
 
children in high interest activities,and mostofthe evaluating will be
 
by Routman'sevaluation tool#7(above),in which mostofthe
 
evaluating is done by the teacher as the studentsengage in their
 
various activities.
 
In the spider unit,keeping a reading responselog(Routman#4)
 
gives students a place to record theirfeelings sAyoui Charlotte's Web.
 
Thelogs become the basis ofdiscussions carried on later in small
 
groups.Whilea child's memory ofa partofa story changesas the
 
story progresses, writing in the logfreezes his response as he reads
 
and allows him to examine the progress ofhisown understanding and
 
interpretation ofthe story.
 
Students record themselveson audio tape(Routman#2)as they
 
read one ofthree spider stories.Therecordings will allow the teacher
 
to accumulate an oral reading record(Routman#3)to help in the
 
evaluation ofthe students' reading strategies.The readers' theatre
 
scripts and the"food spider"that each child will create are good
 
extension activities(Routman#7).
 
Learning logs(Routman#5)and extension activities(#7)will
 
again be used to aid the teacher evaluate the students as they study
 
butterflies.
 
Selfevaluation(Routman#8)will be used with all three units.
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The students are encouraged to examine whatthey have done,what
 
they do,and to access whatthey will do nextin lightoftheir
 
evaluations.By conferencing(Routman#6)with them,the teacher
 
gainsfurther insightinto their progress.
 
It becomesevident that, with all the rich and varied evaluation
 
tools thatcan be added to traditional testing,a better understanding of
 
the whole studentis possible,and a better educated and happier child
 
will result.
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FROGS
 
Rationale
 
Despite people being minimally exposed to the slippery,slimy
 
amphibians to varying degrees,frogs are a partofeveryone's life.
 
Frogsconjure up emotions offear,hate,and intrigue. Creating a unit
 
surrounding thefrog presentsafascinating challenge ofstudy.
 
Children can learn the manyfacets thefrog presents. Hunter,hunted,
 
myth,and hero areafew titles frogs have held in literary works.Frogs
 
can befound in story books,fairy tales,folklore,poems,and reference
 
books,too.These small,misunderstood amphibianscan win a place in
 
anyone's heart through literature. Upon completion ofthisfrog
 
thematic unit,students will be able to discuss the varied aspects ofa
 
frog in a positive and informed manner.
 
Each daily lesson will consistofat least oneconceptabout
 
frogs,and will last one-halfhour to two hours.The varying length of
 
times per lesson allows the unitto extent to other subject areas if
 
necessary.
 
Concepts
 
1.Frogscan be pets.
 
2.Frogs become human-like through authors'characterizations and
 
dictions.
 
3.Frogs belong to a group ofanimals called amphibians.
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4.Tadpoles(polliwogs)move through many stages to becomefrogs.
 
5.Frogs are often mistakenfor toads because they are similarin
 
appearance and behaviors.
 
6.There are more than 2,700different varieties offrogs and each year
 
another 100kindsoffrogs are discovered.
 
7.Folklore andfairy tales enhance the unique reputation ofthefrog.
 
Curricular Activities
 
The activities listed below lend themselvesto whole group,
 
small group,and individual working atmospheres.Someofthe
 
activities can be used for more than one area ofstudy.
 
POETRY
 
Thestudents willrewrite the words to the poem aboutthe little
 
turtle,replacing the turtle with afrog.
 
MUSIC
 
The students will learna song sung by Raffi aboutfive frogs.
 
PHYSICALEDUCATION
 
The students willleam to play the gamecalled Leap Frog.This
 
gamecan be played in one long line or in small groups.
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ART
 
A small groupofstudents will create six stagesofthefrog cycle
 
on large chart paper.
 
The students will recreate a pagefrom a Mercer Mayer book
 
and these pictures will be used as a bulletin board display.
 
The students will create all the play propsfor"Jump,Frog,
 
Jump."The propsinclude masks,nets,pond,and other characters.
 
Five students will create puppetsfor the Raffi song.
 
MATH
 
Thestudents will review ordinal positions by learning the song
 
by Raffi.
 
The students will graph their predictions asto whatthe
 
classroom tadpoles will change into,frog or toad.
 
DRAm
 
A small group ofstudents will perform the play,"Jump,Frog,
 
Jump."
 
Five students will perform the Raffifrog song.
 
SOCIALSTUDIES
 
The students will keep a diary orjoumalon the polliwog's
 
physical changes.
 
The students will be required to research acustom oftheirown
 
family for homework.
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SCIENCE
 
The ^tudents will keep a diary orjournal on the polliwog's
 
I
 
physicalch^ges.
 
The Students will create thefour seasonsfor thefrog and toad to
 
view through their house window.
 
LITERATURE
 
The Sjtudents will compareand contrasttwo stories aboutafrog,
 
a princess,^da ball.
 
Thestudents will discuss a myth aboutAinu women and why
 
their tattoos!are similar to that ofafrog.
 
The students will create their own dialoguefora page ofan
 
author's wordless book.
 
I
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Lesson One
 
Concept:Frogscan be pets.
 
INTO What£ire frogs?How havefrogs become partofour present
 
lives through personal experiences with real or bookfrogs?
 
Activity: Students need toform acircle and share theirfeelings orally
 
aboutfrogs.After some discussion,,they createaschema web using a
 
large pieceofbutcher paper by brainstorming all thoughts related to a
 
frog(color,shape,size,habits,et cetera).
 
THROUGHThe teacher will read three Mercer Mayer wordless
 
books:
 
1.A Bov.A DogandA Frog
 
2.Frog GoesTo Dinner
 
3.Frog.WhereAreYou?
 
Read the stories withoutinterruption;stop only between stories.
 
After three stories have been read,discuss thefrog asa
 
character in each book.Discuss his relationship with the other
 
characters.
 
Play leapfrog outsideon the playground aboutfive to ten
 
minutes before recess begins.
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Lesson Two
 
Concept:Frogscan be pets.
 
BEYONDThe teacher will reread the three Mercer Mayer wordless
 
books.
 
Theteacher will distribute multiple copiesofall three books
 
justreread.The students will individually recreate one pagefrom one
 
ofthe three books and write a dialogue aboutthe eventonthe page.
 
The teacher will movearoimd the room and personally interact with
 
each student.A whole class or small group sharing session ten
 
minutes before recess will be setasidefor those students wishing to
 
share their work orally.Thefinished papers will be used in a bulletin
 
board display under the book title it coincides withfor viewing by
 
peersand visitors.
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Lesson Three
 
Concept:Frogs become human-like through author's
 
characterizationsand dictions.
 
INTO Remind the students ofthe books by Mercer Mayerand that
 
they were wordless.Introduce the author,Amold Lobel.
 
The teacher questions the students to see ifthey can seea
 
difference in the two authorsjustfrom viewing the covers ofthe new
 
books.Hints: Realfrog versusfrog and toad wearing clothes.
 
THROUGHTheteacher reads the book,Frog and Toad Are Friends
 
by Amold Lobel.A briefdiscussion can take place between the
 
several stories, buttry keeping the students onthe listening aspectof
 
the story rather than the discussion mode.
 
BEYOND The teacher needsto remind the students that Mayer'sfrog
 
was real. Lobel'sfrog and toad are people-like in behavior.Move to
 
the final story with asfew intermptions as possible.Focuson the
 
story,"The Letter."
 
Discuss asaclass about how letters make peoplefeel. Decide
 
why wereceive them.Moveto how Toad feels and Frog feels about
 
letters.
 
Briefly discussa basic letterformat using a chartdiagram.
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Beginning—DearToad,letter body and ending—Sincerely yours.
 
WORKTOBECOMPLETED ATHOMEThe students need to
 
write Toad aletter aboutsomething that mightcheer him up(e.g.:
 
Why do you think helooks good in his bathing suit?).
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Lesson Four
 
Concept:Frogs become human-like through author's
 
characterizationsand dictions.
 
INTO Read the letters to Mr.Toad asa morning activity. Begin the
 
daily lesson by commenting on how enjoyable it wasto read the
 
letters to Mr.Toad.Ask the students ifthey received one ofthe letters
 
whether it would cheer them up.Allow for a brief discussion.
 
THROUGHThe teacher reads another adventure with Frog and
 
Toad.Read each story to theend and allow for briefdiscussion
 
between the stories.Read Frog and Toad All Year by Arnold Lobel.
 
BEYOND Encourage the students to remember all ofthe stories they
 
have heard.Ask them tofocusin on the Frog and Toad stories.
 
Question the students about what happened in the last story of
 
the book.What weresomeofthe things Frog and Toad did(seasons,
 
weather)?Remind the students about the weather unit they have
 
already completed.Using the uniton weatherand the Frog and Toad
 
story create a moving scenefor Frog and Toad to watchfrom their
 
window.Use page64where Frog andToad are watching the fire.
 
Replace thefireplace with a window and using a brad attach afour
 
sectioned moveable page to the back ofthe Frog and Toad scene.The
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students can create a different scene in each ofthefour sections.Place
 
all three Lobel booksfor the students to view(Frog and Toad
 
Together.Frog and Toad All Year.Frog and Toad Are Friends).
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Lesson Five
 
Concept:Frogs belong toa group ofanimalscalled amphibians.
 
INTODiscuss thefrog charactersfound in both Mayer'sand Lobel's
 
books with the students. Question the students: Whatnew friends
 
(polliwogs/tadpoles)can weseein our classroom today?(Putthe
 
polliwogsin the classroom in the morningfor thefree exploration
 
time before the daily lesson.)
 
THROUGH First the teacher reads the poem,"TheToad and the
 
Kangaroo."This poem isfantasy and isfound in Shel Silverstein's
 
book,pages 128and 129,Second,the teacher readsJoarme Ryder's
 
frog and tadpole poemfrom"Inside turtle's shell...field"(page 18­
21).
 
BEYOND Allow the studentsafew momentsto think aboutthetwo
 
poems.Usethe terms"fantasy"and"real"when referring to thesetwo
 
poems.Before the students leavefor recess read the story"The
 
Caterpillar and the Polliwog,"by Jack Kent.
 
Tellthe students that polliwogs are also called amphibians.
 
Discuss whatan amphibian might be.Discuss whatthe new polliwogs
 
will become when they mature.
 
Putseveral green colors ofpaint and paint brusheson the side
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counter and allow small groups to paint polliwogs during the entire
 
day.Cutoutthe polliwogs when they are dry.Display the polliwogs
 
asa borderon a bulletin board.
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Lesson Six
 
Concept:Tadpoles(polliwogs)movethrough many stages to
 
become frogs.
 
INTO Wheredofrogslive?How do polliwogschange?Do polliwog
 
and tadpole mean the same thing? How long does it take atadpole to
 
become afrog?Today we will begin to answersomeofthese
 
questions by reading and observing the tadpoles.(Use both"tadpole"
 
and"polliwog"in classroom conversations with the students.)
 
THROUGHThe teacher will read the poem about polliwogs:"The
 
Polliwog," by Arthur Guiterman.Asaclass,read the big book,
 
"Tadpole Diary."Allow students to state visual observationsand
 
personal knowledge.Go step by step through the sixteen stages ofthe
 
frog.A recess break is allotted at this time.
 
BEYOND Piles ofcolored construction paper and lined writing paper
 
would beon a table.They need to choose acolored pagefor their
 
cover and several(4)lined sheetsfor the pages.Using these materials
 
the students will createa diary orjournal ofthefrogschanges.This
 
diary orjoumal will be the student's responsibility.The teacher needs
 
to allow time during the daily schedule to let the students make
 
entries.
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Lesson Seven
 
Concepts:Frogsare often mistakenfor toads because they are
 
similar in appearance and behaviors.There are morethan 2,700
 
varieties offrogsand each year another 100frogs are discovered.
 
INTOToday will bea unique day.Thetwo hour lesson will include
 
five centers. Make plans ahead oftime by preparing studentsfor each
 
center's rules and regulations.
 
THROUGH Centers are tofollow after afact discovery group time,
 
where students will constructa chartlisting frog and toad facts.The
 
teacher will act as a recorder ofthe information learned by the group.
 
The books used by the students have been available since the first
 
lesson.A basketofthe books is available to the students all ofthe
 
time.
 
BEYOND Each center will be allotted 15-20 minutes.The centers
 
will be visited by 5-6 students who will work and move together.
 
CENTERS:
 
Center One:Using thefacts chartthe class created aboutthe
 
differences betweenfrogsand toads,make pictures ofboth
 
amphibians.A chart will be organized with headings such as the
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following two: 1)Similar to Frog and Toad,and2)Frog and Toad.
 
Include the idea ofcamouflage.
 
CenterTwo:The students will create afrog ora toad using green or
 
brown clay.The students mustkeep the description chartin mind.
 
Center Three:The students will observe the live tadpoles in the tank
 
setting.Ifafrog has already developed,they may watch itjumpand
 
swim inachild's small pool.This is a good timefor them to write a
 
journal entry.
 
Center Four:Introduce yourselfto anew book.The students will use
 
this center to view,discuss,read,or draw informationfrom the themes
 
book basket.Free exploration with all ofthe reading materials is
 
allowed at this center(fairy tales,folklore,story books).
 
Center Five:The students will sit atalistening center and hear the
 
story,"Jump,Frog,Jump."The students will be encouraged to read
 
along or read the story a second timein peer groups.
 
Upon completing all ofthe centers,the students willjoin with
 
the teacheron the carpet.This time will befor a brief discussion on
 
the highlights: whatdid students like or dislike abouteach center?
 
Asthe students leavefor recess they will receive greenfinger
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jello. Question the students abouthow thisjello and afrog could
 
possibly be similar,butkeep their answersa secret until after recess.
 
Discuss the question with peers atrecessfor answers.
 
AFTERRECESS:Haveafew students share their commentsabout
 
thejello and thefrog being similar.
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Lesson Eight
 
Concept:FrOgscan be pets.
 
INTOTheteacher begins the day by stating thatthrough booksthe
 
students have learned manyfacts aboutfrogs.Ask the students,can
 
frogs be pets? Arefrogslike other pets?
 
Discuss pets and includefrogs.
 
THROUGHTheteacher reads PetShow by EzraJack Keats.
 
BEYOND Allow the studentsafew momentsto think about all ofthe
 
petsin the story.
 
Discuss whatkindsofpets werein the story.What would one
 
need todo to take care ofafrog?(Give the suggestions abouthow the
 
students carefor the classroom tadpoles.)Learn a song by Raffi called
 
"Five Little Frogs."Asaclass,the students will redo the poem"I Had
 
a Little Turtle",by using afrog to replace the turtle.A pocket-chart
 
with sentence strips that have been cut will be used to mix and match
 
the correct poem ending.
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Lesson Nine
 
Concept:Folklore and fairy talesenhance the unique reputation
 
ofthefrog.
 
INTOThe stories byZemach and Grimm are both similar and
 
different.
 
THROUGHThe teacher reads,'The Ballin thePond"byZemach
 
and"The Frog Prince"by Grimm.Stop only between thetwo stories.
 
BEYOND Individually,the students will compare and contrastthe
 
two stories.
 
The students will use paint sets and alarge piece of white
 
construction paper.Fold the white paper into fourths.Thetopofeach
 
side ofthe paper isfora contrasting picture.The students need two
 
picturesfrom each story.(Example:Top—Goldilocksas a little girl
 
contrasted to a bejeweled and elegant princess.)Additional discussion
 
can take place with the students whofinish early. Discuss"TheFrog
 
Prince"and"Beauty and the Beast."How are the two stories similar
 
and different?
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Lesson Ten
 
Concept:Folklore and fairy tales enhance the rising reputation of
 
the frog.
 
INTO Wehavefoundfrogsin many different kinds ofstories.A myth
 
isa story used to explain acustom or natural phenomenon.("If you
 
touch a toad you get warts"and"Bad luck willcometo someone
 
when a black catcrosses his path.")
 
THROUGHTheteacher reads"The Frog's Tattoo," by Frances
 
Carpenter.Listen to the whole story with no discussion during the
 
story.
 
BEYOND Discuss the myth asaclass.
 
Answerthese questions: Whydothe Ainu women and thefrog
 
have similar tattoos? Why was the woman punished? Could she be
 
punished in another way?Is this story the opposite of"TheFrog
 
Prince?"
 
WORKTOBECOMPLETED ATHOMEStudents will ask their
 
parents aboutcustoms shared by their families(Christmas,LaBefana,
 
Santa Lucia).Students can share an artifactfrom their culture by
 
bringing it into the classroom or drawing a picture and discussing its
 
importance.
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Culminating Activity
 
The students will presentan assembly to the school using afew
 
ofthe conceptsfrom the wholefrog unit
 
One:"Jump,Frog,Jump"by RobertKalan will be performed asa
 
play.The students will make all ofthe props and create theirown
 
dialogue.
 
Two:"Five Little Frogs"will be sung by the whole class andfive
 
students will be responsiblefor making thefivefrog puppets.Logs,
 
ponds,frogs,and other props will be created by the students.
 
Three:The students will paint the six stages ofthefrog cycle on
 
butcher paper and write the dialogue to go with each stage.
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Thematic UnitEvaluation Form
 
Student Name: Marking scale: 
UnitTitle: Participation 
l=all the time 
MonthA^ear: 2=mostofthe time 
3=sometimes 
4=never 
.	Studentis involved in small group discussion and decision-

making.
 
.Studentis involved in whole class discussion.
 
.Student helps create propsfor projects.
 
.Studentreadsthe literature with the whole class.
 
.Studentreads the literature alone.
 
.Student works well with peers.
 
.Student maintainsa personaljournal or diary aboutthe changes
 
in the polliwog(tadpole).
 
Studentreturns homework assignments.
 
Comments:
 
Reading _
 
Writing _
 
Listening
 
Speaking.
 
Teacher Signature
 
Student Signature
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SPIDERS
 
Rationale
 
Spiders have always beenfeared,therefore mostpeople react by
 
getting rid ofthem.Most spiders,however,are beneficial in the
 
overall world plan.Spiders eatinsects that are harmful to humans,
 
insects that carry diseaseslike mosquitoesand flies,and insects that
 
harm our plants. Unfortunately,spiders also eatinsects thatare not
 
enemies to humans.Few spiders are dangerousand poisonous,the
 
black widow and the brown recluse are two,butthey usually bite in
 
defense oftheir lives.
 
Spiders arefrom the group ofanimals called arachnids which
 
also includes ticks, mites,and scorpions.
 
Spiders dwell in many places: peoples' homes,in underground
 
burrows,in pondsand lakes,and in webs attached to garden plants.
 
Spiders are hunters and weavers.
 
After completing this unitI hope helpful spiders will bespared
 
from being stepped on and they will be able to continue doing their
 
job keeping nature balguiced despite their"forbidding"looks.
 
Concepts
 
1.Spiderscan livein many places.
 
2.Spiders are arachnids,notinsects.
 
3.Spiders have eightlegs,and mostspiders have eight eyes.
 
4.Two main parts make up the spider's body—joined head and chest
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atthefront,and theabdomen at the back.
 
5.Spiders spin silkfrom their spinnerets—tiny appendageson their
 
posteriors.
 
6.Male spiders have smaller bodiesthanfemales.
 
7.Some spiders build webs,butthe websare not all the same.
 
8.Spiders hatchfrom eggs(egg sacs).
 
9.Somespiders are poisonous—black widowsand brown recluse.
 
10. Scientists believe there are about35,000 different kinds ofspiders
 
11. Manyfolktales have depicted spiders as clever,lazy,mischievous,
 
orfull offun.
 
12.Spiderscan be pets.
 
Dailv Activities:
 
Attheend ofeach day achapterfrom the book,Charlotte's
 
Web by E.B.White,will be read by the teacher.
 
Reading ResponseLogs will be used by each student to write
 
their thoughts about what wasread.TheseLogs will be usedfor class,
 
group,and buddy discussions.Thelogs will be keptin each student's
 
owndesk.
 
Curricular Activities
 
The activities listed below lend themselves to whole group,
 
small group,and individual working atmospheres.Someofthe
 
activities can be usedfor more than one area ofstudy.
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POETRY
 
The students willlearn a poem about spiders.
 
MUSIC
 
The students will learnfour songsabout spiders:"Eensy
 
Weensy Spider,""Spideron the Floor,""IKnow An Old Lady,"and
 
"Anansi."
 
COOKING
 
The students will makespidersfrom marshmallows,raisins,red
 
licorice,and chocolate syrup.
 
ART
 
The students will use a potpourriof materials to create spider
 
webs.
 
DRAMA
 
Thestudents will read and perform two Readers'Theatre
 
scripts:"The Spiderand the Fly"and"Anansi."
 
SOCIALSTUDIES
 
The students willleam aboutfolktales.
 
SCIENCE
 
The students will observe real websand drawingsofwebs.
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Thestudents will observe live spiders.
 
LITERATURE
 
The students will record their thoughts aboutthe story
 
Charlotte's Web in a Reading ResponseLog.
 
The students will tape record themselves reading a book abouta
 
spider.
 
The students will compare and contrasttwo African folktales.
 
The students will write their ownfolktale.
 
The students will create dialoguefor a character in a story.
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Lesson One
 
Concept:Spiderscan live in many places.
 
INTO Whatare spiders? Wheredothey live? Are all spiders the
 
same?Doesevery spider build a web? Are all the webs builtthe
 
same?
 
The students sit onthefloor around the board and the teacher
 
dictates whatthe students say onto large butcher paper.Two lists will
 
be created: 1)Whatthe studentsknow about spiders and2)whatthe
 
students wanttoleam about spiders.
 
The students will gofora walk around the classroom and the
 
playground to searchfor websand spiders.
 
After returningfrom the walk,the students will retum to their
 
seats.The students will draw or write aboutnew information they
 
leamed aboutspiders.
 
*A large selection ofspider books will be available.
 
THROUGHThe teacher will read the big book,ILove Spiders by
 
John Parker.
 
BEYONDTheteacher will remind students to think about whatthey
 
saw on their walk.The students will be asked to circle one important
 
fact that they drew or wrote,using adark crayon.
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The students willform groups according to the importantfact
 
they circled. Students will be encouraged to questionfriends about
 
whatthey chose as the mostimportantfact about spiders.This is how
 
groups will beformed.The students will sit by groupson thefloor.A
 
spokesperson will be picked by the group and that person will tell the
 
whole class whattheir group picked as the mostimportant spiderfact.
 
The teacher will write on large butcher paper all thefactsfound by the
 
groups.
 
The teacher will read achapterfrom Charlotte's Web.
 
The students will writein their Reading Response Logs.
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Lesson Two-Six
 
Concepts:Spidersare arachnids,notinsects.Spiders have eight
 
legs,and mostspiders have eighteyes.Two main parts make up
 
the spider's body-—joined head and chestatthefront,and the
 
abdomen atthe back.Spidersspin silkfrom their spinnerets—
 
tiny appendageson the spider's rearends.Male spiders have
 
smaller bodies than females.Somespiders build webs,butthe
 
websare not allthesame.Spiders hatchfrom eggs(egg sacs).
 
Somespidersare poisonous—black widowsand brown recluses.
 
Scientists believe there are about35,000 different kindsofspiders.
 
INTO Today beginsafive day/center rotating routine. Groups will be
 
comparablein size,butno more than one group can be working on the
 
same topic.
 
BEYONDThe students will rotate through centers.
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CENTERS:
 
CENTERONE:SPIDER WEBS/SILK
 
Theteacher will bring in several real webs that have been spray
 
painted and mounted.Common webs:orb web,funnel web,triangle
 
web,sheet web,and cobweb.
 
Display the spray painted websand put several drawings or real
 
photographsofthe webson the table.
 
Booksto puton the table:
 
1. TheIckv Bug AlphabetBook by J.Pallotta
 
2. Spiders&Scorpions by J.Wolf
 
3. Spider's web bv C.Back and B.Watts
 
4. Amazing Spiders by A.Parsons
 
5. Amazing World ofSpiders bv J. Craig
 
6. Spiders by K.Petty
 
7. Spiders by I.Podendorf
 
8. Spiders by J.Dallinger
 
9. Extremely Weird Spiders by S.Lovett
 
10. Spiders by J. Dallinger
 
11. Spider Silk bv A.Goldin
 
12. A FirstLookAtSpiders by M.Selsam and H.Hunt
 
13. Black Widow Spiders bv L.Martin
 
14. Fishing Spiders by L.Martin
 
15. Funnel Web Spiders by L.Martin
 
16. The Story ofSpiders by D.Shuttlesworth
 
Place on the table: String,crayons,glue,scissors,pencils,pipe
 
cleaners,clay,paint,(all the materials youcan gather). Students will
 
use these materials to create a web and a spider.
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CENTERTWO:SPIDERS ALIVE AND WELL
 
Theteacher will catch and placeseveral spidersin magnifying
 
containers.A black widow ora brown recluse can beincluded aslong
 
as the containers are taped shut to preclude any mishap.A red sticker
 
can also be placed on the black widow or brown recluse containers.
 
The teacher will bring in individual bagsfor each student
 
containing one large, white marshmallow,8raisins,and2long strings
 
ofred licorice.One bottle ofchocolate syrup will be placed on the
 
table and shared by all the students.
 
The students will makean entry in their Reading Response
 
Logsabout whatthey liked or disliked aboutthe spiders and relate
 
these spiders to Charlottein Charlotte's Web.
 
The students will create a spider usingfood.
 
CENTERTHREE:SPIDERSONGS
 
Theteacher will tapefour songsonindividual tapes.The words
 
will be copied and available to the students ifthey wantto use them.
 
The songs:
 
1."Eensy Weensy Spider"
 
2."Spideron the Floor'
 
3."IKnow An Old Lady99
 
4."Anansi"
 
The students will listen to all three songs.Asa group they will
 
voteon one song they like best and make hand motions to go with the
 
songs' words.A brief presentation to the class will be expected.
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CENTERFOUR:READERS'THEATRE
 
Theteacher will provide several copiesofa script that the group
 
chooses.The students will be offered achoice between:The Spider
 
and the Flv or Anansithe Snider.The teacher will also makeacopy of
 
the scripts being read by her so those who are having difficulty can
 
listen to the story and then read asa group.
 
The students will choral read the script through thefirst time
 
and choose parts to read the second time.
 
CENTERHVE:READ/LISTENTOASTORY
 
Theteacher will provide the students with several copies of
 
three books.
 
Each student will pick a book to read silently,Ifthe student
 
likes the book he will then read the bookand tape record him or
 
herselfreading the book.(Running Records and Tape Recording Oral
 
Reading—Evaluation).The booksthey will choosefrom are:
 
1.The Ladv and the Snider by Faith McNulty
 
2.Eencv Weencv Spiderby Joanne Oppenheim
 
3.The Verv Busv Spider by Eric Carle
 
For practice the studentscan read in pairs or choral read the
 
whole story.
 
Upon completing all ofthe centers overa period offive days,
 
the students willjoin together on the carpet to discuss the highlights.
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likes,and dislikes ofthe centers.
 
The teacher will read achapterfrom Charlotte's Web.
 
The students will writein their Reading Response Logs.
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ANANSITHESPIDER
 
by Gerald McDermott
 
Readers'Theatre by Renee Semanski Goodyear
 
N: Narrator 1 
N2: Narrator2 
A: Anansi 
T: See Trouble 
B: Road Builder 
D: River Drinker 
G: Game Skinner 
S: Stone Thrower 
C: Cushion 
N:Anansi is afolk-hero to the Ashanti.Thisfimnyfellow isa rogue,a
 
wise and lovable trickster.
 
N2:Heisa shrewd and cunning figure whotriumphsoverlargerfoes.
 
An animal with human qualities.Anansi is a mischief maker.He
 
tumblesinto many troubles. Here is one ofhis adventures.
 
N;Anansi.Heis"spider"to the Ashanti people.
 
N2:In Ashantiland,people love this story ofKwaku Anansi.
 
N:Time was,Anansi had six sons
 
T:Iam first son.See Trouble.I have the gift ofseeing trouble along
 
way off.
 
B:1am second son.Road Builder.
 
D:Iam thirsty son.River Drinker.
 
G:Iam next son.Game Skinner.
 
S:Iamanother son.Stone Thrower.
 
C:Iam lastofsons.Cushion.Iam very soft.
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N2:All were good sonsofAnansi.
 
G:Onetime Anansi wentalong wayfrom home.
 
B:Farfrom home.
 
D:He gotlost.
 
C:Hefell into trouble.
 
N2:Back home wasson See Trouble.
 
T:Father is in danger!
 
N:Heknew it quickly and he told those other sons.
 
B:Follow me!
 
N2:Offhe went,making a road.They wentfast,those six brothers,
 
gone to help Anansi.
 
C:Whereisfather now?
 
T:Fish has swallowed him!Anansi is inside Fish.
 
N:River Drinker took a big drink.
 
D:No more river.
 
N2:Then GameSkiimer helpedfather Anansi.He splitopen Fish.
 
N:More trouble came,right then.
 
T:It wasFalcon took Anansi upin the Sky
 
B:Quick now Stone Thrower!
 
N2:Thestone hit Falcon.Anansifell through the sky.
 
N;Now Cushion ran to helpfather.
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S: Very soft,Anansicamedown.
 
N:They were very happy,that spiderfamily.
 
N2:All homeagain that night,KwakuAnansifound a thing in the
 
forest.
 
A:Whatis this?A great globe oflight?O mysteriousand beautiful!I
 
shall give this to my son,to the son whorescued me!But which son
 
ofsix... Which deserves the prize? Nyame,can you help me?O
 
Nyame!
 
N:For Ashanti people,NyameisThe God ofAll Things.
 
N2:Anansiasked this ofNyame.
 
A:Please hold the beautiful globe oflight until I know which son
 
should have itfor his own.
 
N:And so they tried to decide which son deserved the prize.They
 
tried, but they could notdecide.They argued all night.
 
N2:Nyamesaw this.TheGodofAll Things,he took the beautiful
 
white light up into the sky.
 
C:Hekeeps it therefor all to see.
 
S:Itis still there.
 
T:It will always be there.
 
ALL:Ttis there tonight.
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The Spider and the Fly
 
by Mary Howitt
 
Adapted to Readers Theatre by Renee S. Goodyear
 
N;Narrator
 
S:Spider
 
F:Fly
 
S: Will you walk into my parlor?
 
N:Said the Spider to the Fly.
 
S:'Tis the prettiest little parlor that ever you did spy;
 
S:The wayinto my parlor is up a winging stair.
 
AndI have many curious things to show when you
 
are there.
 
F:Oh no, no, to ask me is in vain;
 
For who goes up your winding stair can ne'er come
 
down again.
 
S:I'm sure you mustbe weary,dear,with soaring up
 
so high;
 
Will you rest upon my little bed?
 
N:Said the spider to the Ry.
 
S:There are pretty curtains drawn around,the sheets
 
are fine and thin;
 
And if you like to rest awhile,I'll snugly tuck you
 
in.
 
F:Oh no, no, forI've often heard it said
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They never,never wake again,who sleep upon your
 
bed!
 
N:Said the cunning Spider to the Fly.
 
S:Dearfriend,whatcanIdo?
 
To prove the warm affection I've alwaysfeltfor
 
you?
 
I have within my pantry a good store of all that's
 
nice,
 
I'm sure you're very welcome—will you please to
 
take a slice?
 
F:Oh no,no,kind sir,that cannot be,I've heard
 
what's in your pantry,and I do not wish to see.
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Lesson Seven
 
Concept:Manyfolktales have depicted spidersasclever,lazy,
 
mischievous,and full offun.
 
INTO Whatisafolktale? Arefolktales magical?Dofolktales teach
 
children about their heritage? Wheredofolktalescomefrom?Do you
 
(the students)know anyfolktales? Wehave some Americanfolktales:
 
Johnny Appleseed,Paul Bunyan,John Henry,and SlewfootSue.
 
Today we willfocuson an African folktale.We will learn an African
 
folktale abouta spider.
 
THROUGHThe teacher will read"How Spider GotaThin Waist"by
 
Joyce Cooper Arkhurst.No discussion should take place during the
 
reading ofthe story.
 
BEYONDThe students will discuss the two stories:"Anansithe
 
Spider"and"How Spider GotaThin Waist."Compare and contrast
 
the two stories.
 
Usea Ven diagram or twocolumns listing the stories'
 
similarities and differences.Appointa student as the secretary,or the
 
teacher can write whatthe students say.
 
The teacher will read a chapterfrom Charlotte's Web
 
The students will writein their Reading Response Logs.
 
Students will beencouraged to share oneentry with a partner.
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Lesson Eight
 
Concept:Manyfolktales have depicted spiders asclever,lazy,
 
mischievous,and full offun.
 
INTO Wehave read two spiderfolktales about spidersfrom Africa.
 
Both stories ended with reasons why something in today's world is
 
like it is.("Anansi the Spider"—The moon is in the sky because
 
Anansicould not decide which son should get the globe oflightfor
 
saving his life,and"How Spider GotaThin Waist"—Spider has a
 
thin waist because he waslazy and greedy.)Hereis another African
 
folktale abouta spider-man.Ask students to watchfor Ananseand
 
Nyame,the Sky God.
 
THROUGHTheteacher showsthe video:A Storv A Storv.
 
(Rememberto display several copiesofthis book by Gail E.Haley.)
 
BEYOND The teacher will discuss briefly how Ananse and Anansi
 
are different and alike.How is Nyame,the Sky God differentand
 
alike?(Anansi the Snider andA Storv A Storv)Ask the students to
 
focuson something that they would like to explain through afolktale.
 
(Example: Cats have long tails now because adog many yearsago
 
grabbed a cats' short tail and pulled so hard it stayed long,instead of
 
shortlike it was.)
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Theteacher will read achapterfrom Charlotte's Web.
 
The students will write in their Reading ResponseLogs.Several
 
students mightbe encouraged to read an entry to the entire class.
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Lesson Nine
 
Concept:Manyfolktales have depicted spidersas clever,lazy,
 
mischievous,and full offun.
 
INTOAsk several students to briefly summarize one ofthe three
 
folktales read to the class or watched on video.Ask the students to
 
write theirownfolktale.
 
BEYOND After studentsfinish writing their folktale,they will read it
 
to a partner.
 
The teacher will read a chapterfrom Charlotte's Web.
 
The students will writein their Reading Response Logs.
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Lesson Ten
 
Concept:Spiderscan be pets.
 
INTOTheteacher asksthe students ifthey have ever had a spiderfor
 
a pet.In the story Iam going to read there isa spider that is a pet.AsI
 
read the story think about whatthe spider mightsay in each picture.
 
THROUGHTheteacher reads the book.Just Meand Mv Dad by
 
Mercer Mayer.
 
BEYOND The students will create dialoguefor the spiderfrom the
 
pagesofthe story.This activity can be doneasa whole class,small
 
groups,or individually.
 
Theteacher will read a chapterfrom Charlotte's Web.
 
The students will writein their Reading Response Logs.
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Culminating Activity
 
The students will goonafield trip to afarm.They will lookfor
 
and try to locate spiders.The students will compare and contrast the
 
two bams,the onefrom thefield trip and the bam in Charlotte's Web.
 
The students will make homemade bread and butter in the
 
classroom.
 
The students will watch the movie Charlotte's Web.
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Thematic UnitEvaluation Form
 
Marking scale:
 
Student Name:
 
PEirticipation
Unit Title:
 
1= all the time
 
Month/Year: 2= mostofthe
 
time
 
3=sometimes
 
4= never
 
Studentis involved in small group discussion and decision-

making.
 
Studentis involved in whole class discussion.
 
Student helps create propsfor projects.
 
Studentreads the literature with the whole class.
 
Studentreads the literature alone.
 
Student works well with peers.
 
Student maintainsareading responselog.
 
Student returns homework assignments.
 
Comments:
 
Reading _
 
Writing _
 
Listening
 
Speaking.
 
Teacher Signature
 
Student Signature
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BUTTERFLIES
 
Rationale
 
Butterflies seem tofloat through the air with little effortoftheir
 
colorful wings.They travelfromflower toflower drinking nectar on
 
their travels.
 
These tiny creatures begin life as smalleggs lefton the
 
undersides ofleaves,become squirming,furry caterpillars,and flying
 
and nectar-drinking butterflies.They travel throughfour stages to
 
complete the process of metamorphosis.Becauseoftheir small size,
 
simple eating habits,andfew needs,they provide children a unique
 
classroom experience.
 
Butterflies arefound,notonly floating on puffs ofair, but
 
within the pagesofmany books,as well.Though often confused with
 
moths,the many differences between the twoopen avenuesof
 
exploration for the avid,child scientist.
 
By the completion ofthis unit, I hopeto have enlightened my
 
student audience to the magicand mystery ofmetamorphosis,and
 
further,to have given them tools and knowledge to help them discern
 
differences between mothsand butterflies.
 
Concepts
 
1.A butterfly is an insect.
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2.A caterpillar becomesa butterfly through a process called
 
metamorphosis.
 
3.Butterflies are often mistakenfor moths,even though,more closely
 
examined,they do notlook the same or share thesame habits.
 
4. Caterpillars and butterflies have many enemies.
 
5. Caterpillars and butterflies can protectthemselves by using
 
camouflage and nature's help.
 
6.Caterpillars, butterflies,and mothsshould befree to crawl orfly
 
when they become adults.
 
7.Butterflies are portrayed as heroes.
 
Purchasefor use during thelesson
 
InsectLore Products sells live butterfly cultures thatcan be raised in
 
the classroom in abouttwo weeks.
 
Curricular Activities
 
The activities listed below lend themselves to whole group,small
 
group,and individual working atmospheres.Some ofthe activities
 
can be used for more than one area ofstudy.
 
POETRY
 
Thestudents will learn a poem abouta caterpillar.
 
MUSIC
 
The students willlearna song aboutafuzzy caterpillar.
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COOKING
 
The students will makeedible butterflies using Rice Krispies,
 
black licorice,raisins,andcinnamon red hots.
 
ART
 
The students will draw and color a butterfly.
 
The students will make butterflies using a variety of materials.
 
The students will painta butterfly.
 
The students will makea poster,hiding at leasttwoinsects
 
within their artwork.
 
MATH
 
Thestudents will use their counting skills to play the caterpillar
 
game.
 
SCIENCE
 
The students will learn aboutthefour stages ofa caterpillar's
 
life or metamorphosis.
 
The students will gather informationfrom theirfamily members
 
about	where butterflies comefrom.
 
The students will compare and contrast butterflies and moths.
 
The students will play a gameand leam caterpillar and butterfly
 
facts.
 
LITERATURE
 
The students will rewrite a story abouta very hungry caterpillar.
 
The students will writea letter to an author.
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The students will listen to the story,The Very Hungry
 
Caterpillar by Eric Carlein Spanish.
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Lesson One
 
Concept:A butterfly is an insect.A caterpillar becomesa
 
butterfly through a process called metamorphosis.Butterflies are
 
often mistaken for moths,even though they do notlook thesame
 
orshare thesame habits.
 
INTO Whatare butterflies? Wheredo theycomefrom?Are
 
butterflies always butterflies or do they change as they grow to be
 
adults? Whatkindsofchanges do they go through? Using these
 
questions,have students brainstorm everything they know about
 
butterflies. List all theideas onthe board oron achart.
 
Students will be asked to draw alarge picture ofa butterfly.
 
THROUGHTheteacher will read the books,Where Butterflies Grow
 
by Joanne Ryder,and Butterflv by Michael Chinery.
 
BEYOND Students will help to create a new list ofthings learned
 
after reading Where Butterflies Grow.The teacher and the students
 
will compare thetwo lists to see whatnew information has been
 
acquired.
 
Theclass will discuss whata butterfly looks like:. It hasfour
 
wings,six legs,thin body,... After the group discussion the students
 
will draw alarge butterfly again.Thestudents will compare thetwo
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butterfly drawings and discuss added changes.
 
Sing a butterfly song:"Fuzzy Caterpillar."
 
Students will writein their learning logs abouta new factthey
 
have learned about butterflies(SeeEVALUATION,above).
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Lesson Two
 
Concept:A caterpillar becomesa butterfly through a process
 
called metamorphosis.
 
INTO Draw alarge picture ofthe caterpillarfromThe Very Hungry
 
Caterpillar by Eric Carle or makean overhead transparency.
 
THROUGHTheteacher will read the big book,The Very Hungry
 
Caterpillar by Eric Carle.The teacher will aska bilingual teacher to
 
readLaGruga Muy Hambrientaby Eric Carle..
 
BEYOND Each student will geta packetofstapled pagesand a hole
 
punch.
 
Each student will create a story abouta caterpillar whoeats and
 
eats,then spinsa chrysalis,and becomesa butterfly.The hole punch is
 
to make the holes where the caterpillar eats through eachfood item.
 
Students will write in their learning logs.
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Lesson Three
 
Concept:A caterpillar becomesa butterfly through a process
 
called metamorphosis.
 
INTO Makeacaterpillar outof yellow construction paper and black
 
markersjustlike the caterpilleirfrom A Caterpillar's Wish.The
 
teacher will make the caterpillar in front ofthe students using a tear
 
method,no scissors.
 
THROUGHTheteacher will read A Caterpillar's Wish by First
 
GradersofAlexander R.Shepherd School,Washington,D.C.
 
BEYOND Students will draw alarge circle on a piece of paper and
 
divide itinto quarters.
 
In each section the students will draw one stage ofthefour
 
stagesofthe caterpillar's metamorphosis(egg,caterpillar,chrysalis,
 
butterfly)and label the stages.
 
Students will write in their learning logS;
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Lesson Four
 
Concept:The caterpillar is an insect,A caterpillar becomesa
/
 
butterfly through a process called metamorphosis.
 
INTO Whatis the nameofthe covering thatcaterpillars maketo keep
 
themselves safe while changing intoa butterfly? Cocoon? Chrysalis?
 
THROUGHThe teacher will read the poem,"My Opinion"by
 
Monica Shannon.Watch the video,The Caterpillar and thePolliwog
 
by Jack Kent.Display the book somewherein the classroomfor the
 
students to read later.
 
BEYOND Discuss where the caterpillars lived while they were
 
changing into butterflies. Use the books.The Verv Himgrv Caterpillar
 
by Eric Carle,A Caterpillar's Wish bv First GradersofAlexander R.
 
Shepherd School,andThe Caterpillar and the Polliwog by Jack Kent.
 
The students will write about theirfavorite caterpillar story in
 
their learning logs.
 
WORKTOBECOMPLETED ATHOMEAsk the students to
 
question each person at their house.The question they will ask is:
 
"Whatis the nameofthe covering on the outside ofa caterpillar
 
before it turnsinto a butterfly?"Students will use a tally sheet with
 
two headings: 1.)Cocoon and 2.)Chrysalis.
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Lesson Five
 
Concept:A caterpillar becomesa butterfly through a process
 
called metamorphosis. ,
 
INTO Students will combineinformationfrom homework tally sheets
 
and write results on the board.
 
THROUGHTheteacher will read the books,Discovering Butterflies
 
and Mothsby Keith Porter,and Butterflies and Mothsby Barrie
 
Watts.Ask the students questions aboutthe books as the books are
 
read.
 
BEYOND Makea graph ofthings they remembered aboutthe
 
butterflies and the moths.
 
Discuss the tally sheet results using the work that was
 
completed at home.
 
Studentsfold a sheetofpaper in half.Each student will draw a
 
butterfly onone side and a mothon the other side.
 
Students will write in their learning logs.
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Lesson Six
 
Concept:A caterpillar becomesa butterfly through a process
 
called metamorphosis.
 
INTO How do youfeel when the authors ofthese books.The Very
 
Hungry Caterpillar.A Caterpillar's Wish,andThe Caterpillar and the
 
Polliwog indicate that butterflies hatchfrom cocoons rather thanfrom
 
chrysalises?
 
BEYONDIna group,discuss waysin which the authorscan be
 
alerted to the information that butterflies are hatchedfrom achrysalis
 
and a moth is hatchedfrom acocoon.
 
Students willform groups and write,edit,and rewrite a letter to
 
theirfavorite author they have studied.A group will consistoffour to
 
six students.Final drafts ofthe letters will be produced by word
 
processing on classroom computersor neat penmanship.
 
Students will write in their learning logs.
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Lesson Seven
 
Concept:A butterfly isan insect.A caterpillar becomesa
 
butterfly through the process called metamorphosis.Butterflies
 
are often mistaken for moths,even though they do notlook the
 
same or share the same habits.Caterpillars and butterflies have
 
many enemies.Caterpillars,butterflies,and mothscan protect
 
themselves by using camouflage and nature's help.
 
INTO Today students will have atwo hourlesson that will include
 
four centers.Make plans ahead oftime by preparing studentsfor each
 
center's rules and regulations.
 
THROUGHAll books that have been read in this thematic unit will
 
be available during this center experience.The books will be placed in
 
baskets.
 
BEYOND Each center will be allotted 20-30 minutes.The centers
 
will be visited by 4-6students who will work and moveon together.
 
Center One
 
A game created by Renee Semanski Goodyear using the storyfrom
 
the book,The Very Hungrv Cateroillar by Eric Carle.The students
 
will answer questions about caterpillars and butterfliesin order to
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movearound the game board.(Game rules and regulations can be
 
found below).
 
CenterTwo
 
The students will create thefour stages ofa butterfly or moth'slife.
 
Students will usealarge piece ofplain,white paper and anodds-and­
ends box filled with yam,pipe cletuiers,egg cartons,and etcetera.
 
Center Three
 
Students will read aboutand paintfour wayscaterpillars, butterflies,
 
and mothscan protect themselves.Students will use the basketof
 
books.
 
Center Four
 
Students will listen(cassette tape)to the story,"The Butterfly that
 
Stamped"by Rudyard Kipling reading copiesofthe story tofollow
 
along with the tape.
 
Students will write abouttheirfavorite center experience in
 
their learning logs.
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The Very Hungry Caterpillar Game
 
By Eric Carle
 
Created by Renee Semanski Goodyear
 
ShortSummary
 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar is centered on the life cycle ofthe
 
caterpillar.The story begins with an egg that hatches into acaterpillar
 
and the caterpillar proceeds to eatthrough a variety offood items
 
during an entire week.After eating a green leafto cure astomachache,
 
the now,fat caterpillar spins a cocoon.Two weekslater the caterpillar
 
exits the cocoon asa butterfly.
 
Questions
 
1. A caterpillar eats aleafto cure a stomachache.Whatdo people do
 
for stomachaches?
 
2. Name another creature that makesacomplete changefrom an egg
 
to an adult.
 
3. It is your birthday.If you werea caterpillar what would you like as
 
a present?
 
4. Actlike afamous caterpillar.Youcan be rich with money,jewelry,
 
happiness,...
 
5. Which stage ofacaterpillar's life cycle is yourfavorite?
 
6..You are alonely caterpillar. Whatinsect would you like asa best
 
friend? Why would you pick that insect?
 
7. You are trapped inside ofa house,where will you live and be safe?
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8.Caterpillars are becoming an endangered species. Giveashort
 
commercialon how people can save the caterpillars.
 
9. Asa butterfly your top wing has been broken.What will happen to
 
you;can youfly?(No.)
 
10.You are caughtin a spiders web;how would you getaway?
 
11.You atea poison ivy leaf. Whatcan youdo to help yourself?
 
12.Asa butterfly your bottom wing has been broken.What will
 
happen to you;can youfly?
 
13.Nameanother story that has a butterfly or a caterpillar asoneof
 
the story characters.
 
14.Nameanother creature oran objectthatflies likea butterfly.
 
15.Nameone difference between a butterfly and a moth.(Ans.=body
 
size or different antennas.)
 
16.Actouthow butterflies hold their wings when they land.
 
17.You havejust been told you will bea caterpillarforever.How do
 
youfeel?
 
18.If you werea caterpillar, whatcolor would you be? Why?
 
19.Youare allergic to strawberries; whathappens to you?
 
20.How many segments(parts)doesa caterpillar have?(Usually 12)
 
21.Actoutthefour stages ofthe caterpillar's life cycle.
 
1)egg 2) caterpillar 3)chrysalis 4)butterfly
 
22.Sing a song aboutacaterpillar(or butterfly).
 
23.How many legs doesa caterpillar have?(16"legs")
 
24.Do you agree with the caterpillar eating the applefirst?
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25.Youare allergic to plums;whathappens to you?
 
26.It is raining. Will the water soak through your wings? Can you still
 
fly?
 
27.If you werea butterfly, whatcolorflower would youland on?
 
Why?
 
Player Markers
 
The players in the game are caterpillars.The caterpillars consist
 
offour green puffy pom-pomsand sequins ofdifferent colors.Each
 
caterpillar is unique.
 
Mover
 
A dice(1)will be used to allow the players to movearound the
 
game board.
 
How to Plav the Game
 
Twotofour playerscan play this game.Prior to any individual
 
games,the entire class will read and briefly discuss the questions to
 
determine whatthe questions are asking.The game begins by having
 
the players roll the dice to find out who beginsfirst.The roller ofthe
 
lowest number beginsthe game.All players begin on the leaf with the
 
white egg and travel around the branches to read thefinal stage ofthe
 
caterpillar cycle—the butterfly.Any ofthe trails can be traveled,but
 
the playerscan not go backwardson the branch,unless the player
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landson adead leaf. After the player rolls the dice,moves,then picks
 
up the top cardfrom the stack ofleaves and responds to whatthe card
 
requests.Ifthe player does notrespond to the card,he does not move
 
and returns to the last leaf his marker wason.In orderfor a player to
 
win,an exact number mustbe rolled,including the butterfly asone of
 
the spaces moved.This gameisforfirstand second grade students.If
 
usedin afirst grade setting,an older studentor an adult helper might
 
be needed until the gameisleamed.(Seefollowing pagefor game
 
board.)
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Lesson Eight
 
Concept:Caterpillars,butterflies,and mothscan protect
 
themselves by camouflage and nature's help.
 
INTO Askthestudents to name ways that caterpillars, butterflies,and
 
mothscan hide themselvesfrom birds,snakes,spiders,and other
 
creatures thatlike to eatthem.The teacher will record the answerson
 
the chalkboard.
 
THROUGHTheteacher will read the books.How to Hide a Butterfly
 
&OtherInsects by Ruth Heller,and IfAtFirstYouDo NotSee by
 
Ruth Brown.
 
BEYONDThe students will createa poster that displays atleasttwo
 
insects that are hidden in the picture.The students will display their
 
completed poster on a wall in the classroom.When all the students
 
havefinished their posters,they willfind and stand by a poster oftheir
 
choice.The teacher will give each studentafew minutes to view the
 
poster andfind the insector insects hidden in the poster.When the
 
teacher says"move,"all the students moveto the closest poster.
 
Rotate until all posters are visited, Discuss the students'favorite
 
poster and why.Whatmade the poster unique? Wasit difficult tofind
 
theinsects or was it easy?
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Students will write in their learning logs.
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Lesson Nine
 
Concept:Butterfliesshould befree tofly when they become
 
adults.
 
INTO Butterflies needfreedom when they are adults.They need to
 
find leaves to lay their eggs.Here isa young boy and let us see what
 
hefeels abouttrapping and keeping butterflies.
 
THROUGHTheteacher will read The Butterfly Huntby Yoshi.Stop
 
several times during the story to discuss the boy'sfacial expressions
 
and how students think he isfeeling.
 
BEYOND Students will create edible butterflies using Rice Krispies
 
treats that are cutinto triangles, black licorice,raisins,and cinnamon
 
red hots.The students will use thesefood items to create butterflies,
 
then eatthem.
 
Students will write in their learning logs.
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Lesson Ten
 
Concept:Butterflies are portrayed as heroes.
 
INTO Ask the students to namesome things thatthey are afraid of.
 
Theteacher will ask other students to raise their hands ifthey also
 
have thesamefears.
 
THROUGH.Theteacher will read the book,Darknessand the
 
Butterfly by Ann Grifalconi.
 
BEYONDTheteacher will give the studentsalarge piece of yellow
 
construction paper.The students will draw a butterfly onone side and
 
afear thatthey have and would like to get rid ofon the other side.The
 
students will take their butterfly to afriend's seatand share theirfear
 
and their friend'sfear.
 
Students will writein their learning logs.
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Culminating Activity
 
The students will makea presentation using the book.The Very
 
Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle.They will makelarge paper
 
reproductionsofthe manyfruits that Ceirle's caterpillar eats in the
 
course ofthe story.The students will make several caterpillars to
 
show thechanges thatthe caterpillar goes through to becomean adult;
 
they will also constructalarge,beautiful butterfly.The whole class
 
will be able to participate by: making the paper props,being oneof
 
the story characters,or by reading the story to the audience.
 
The students will set the live butterfliesfree that they had been
 
nurturing throughoutthe past several weeks..
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Thematic UnitEvaluation Form
 
StudentName; 
Marking scale: 
Unit Title: Participation 
l=all the time 
MonthAfear: 2=mostofthe time 
3=sometimes 
4=never 
Studentis involved in small group discussion and decision-

making.
 
Studentis involved in whole class discussion.
 
Student helps create propsfor projects.
 
Studentreads the literature with the whole class.
 
Studentreads the literature alone.
 
Student works well with peers.
 
Student returns homework assignments.
 
Comments:
 
Reading _
 
Writing _
 
Listening
 
Speaking.
 
Teacher Signature
 
Student Signature
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